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2Presentation Outline
1) Introduction
i. Background, motivation, research question and objectives
ii. United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and the global impact of COVID-19
iii. Unified approach to addressing global challenges
2) Methods
i. Structured Unstructured Data Sources
ii. Interdisciplinarity and domain knowledge
iii. Tools and techniques for visualisation and animation
iv. Tools and techniques for predictive modelling
3) Analyses, results and discussions
i. Demonstration: Tracking dynamics through animation in R
ii. Demonstration: CNN architecture and training in Python
iii. Practical issues for addressing global issues
iv. Data randomness
v. Uncovering interesting patterns in data. What do we need? Who knows what?
vi. Construction of a CNN model and the Sample-Measure-Assess (SMA) algorithm
4) Concluding remarks
i. Revisiting the objectives
ii. Challenges, opportunities, success stories and suggestions for potential new research directions
3Summary
As the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID–19) ravaged across the globe, in 2020, the world was once again
reminded of the gaps in our knowledge. The pandemic has had a severe impact on our ways of life, and
despite its devastating impact, it has presented us with an opportunity for paying greater attention to the
challenges we face. It is in that context that we associate the fight against COVID-19 with monitoring
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG)-signed up by United Nations members, in 2015, to address global
challenges–poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, peace and justice etc., by 2030
through measurable targets and indicators. Considering each SDG as a source of Big Data, we present a
generic framework for combining Big Data, machine learning and interdisciplinarity to address global
challenges. The work delivers descriptive and prescriptive findings, using data visualisation and animation
techniques, on the one hand, and predictive results, based on convolutional neural networks, on the other.
The former is based on structured data on cases and deaths from COVID–19 obtained from the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC) and data on the impact of the pandemic on various
aspects of life, obtained from the UK Office of National Statistics. Predictive findings are based on
unstructured data–a large COVID–19 X–Ray data, 3181 image files, obtained from Github and Kaggle.
The results from both sets are presented in the form that resonates with cross disciplinary discussions,
opening novel paths for interdisciplinary research in tackling global challenges.
Key words: Big Data, Convolutional Neural Networks, Covid-19, Data Science, Data
Visualisation, Interdisciplinarity, Predictive Modelling, Sustainable Development Goals
4Introduction
❑The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) SDG [2] were signed up by 193 member
states in 2015, outlining measurable targets and indicators to be attained by 2030. They seek to address the
global challenges–poverty, inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, peace and justice, etc.
❑The SDGs hugely over-lap, they span across sectors and regions. Their complex interactions, scope,
magnitude and dynamics; their deep and wide socio–economic and cultural variations across the globe are
both a challenge and an opportunity to the SDG project [8, 9]. Attainment requires a unified approach.
❑Treating each SDG as a source of Big Data [8-12], this work seeks to highlight the path towards answering
the question: How can interdisciplinarity, Big Data and deep learning combine to deliver sustainable
SDG solutions in the wake of the COVID–19 pandemic? We set the following objectives.
1. To provide a descriptive mapping of skills and interdisciplinary knowledge for addressing global challenges.
2. To illustrate the impact of COVID–19 based on structured and unstructured data.
3. To demonstrate the efficacy of combining data, modelling techniques and skills in an interdisciplinary context.
4. To present analytical results through data visualisation, animation and predictive modelling.
5Key Interactions
❑ The intersections 1 through 4 are crucial.
❑ They resonate with the interdisciplinary 
approach to problem solving.
❑ Intersection #2 and #4 may relate to specific 
knowledge domains.
❑ It is from this perspective that the findings of 
this work are presented and discussed.
❑ Intersection #1 and #4 relate to aspects of data science
❑ Similar interpretations can be made for #1, #4 and #2 
or the other combination of tripartites. 
Big Data Modelling of SDGs (BDMSDG) - Structured Data
❑ While it is possible, to capture key
metrics on indicators, their triggers
remain buried in data.
❑ Any overarching strategy is
complicated by the socio–
economic, cultural and geo–
political variations
❑ We need a unified understanding
of the agenda at all levels. WE TREAT EACH SDG AS A BIG DATA SOURCE
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/indicators/database/
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Advances in computing power and explosions in data generation, have triggered data–
intensive research across disciplines, through, inter–alia, different applications
aimed at addressing the challenges and opportunities of Big Data [1, 2, 3].
Our sustainability depends on our adaptive understanding of the triggers of known and
potential positive and negative phenomena we face - species facing extinction, hunger
and poverty, low productivity, land degradation, gender inequality or gaps in education
quality and technological achievements span across sectors and regions.
Across sectors & nations, Big Data brings challenges and
opportunities from technical and application perspectives.
❑ Technically, they are pathways to addressing data
sharing, modelling, infrastructure, security, governance.
❑ Application-wise, they relate to influential policies for
improving decision making at institutional, national,
regional and global levels, sustaining development.
❑ They present potential knowledge for unlocking our
understanding of the mutual impact–positive and
negative, resulting from our interaction with our
environment. Resonating with climate change.
Big Data Modelling of SDGs (BDMSDG)
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The interactions in the Venn diagram imply that there
will be multi-faceted data from various sources. To
address the challenges we face, we need a unified
understanding of the underlying concepts.
❑ Structured data came from the European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)[13] and the
UK Office of National Statistics[14]. The former
provides daily updates on cases and deaths per country
based on a 14-day notification rate of new COVID-19
cases and deaths. The latter provided multiple data
files on business, industry and trade as well as on the
general economy and on the dynamics on the labour
market before and during the pandemic.
❑ Unstructured training and validation datasets were
obtained from Github[15] and Kaggle[16] - a large
COVID-19 positive X-Ray data, 1840 images and
1341 non-COVID-19 data.
Methods: Data Sources
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Animated in R and updatable in near real time... 
Methods: Data Sources
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Methods: Data Sources
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Extracting knowledge from data requires a
combination of tools, techniques and
interpretations guided by domain knowledge. In
this work we adopt techniques in R and Python.
❑ Visualisation and animation of structured data
provide an opportunity for tracking phenomena
in time and space. They are handy in delivering
digestible information to non-technical people.
❑ Visualisation and animation can help guide
influential policies for improving decision
making at institutional, national, regional and
global levels, hence sustain development.
❑ Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN): We
build and train a CNN model in Python to
perform predictive analysis of unstructured data.
❑ CNN present an enhanced image analysis,
playing the role of radiologists. Appropriately
applied, CNN present great enhancement in our
understanding of the biomedical challenges.
Methods: Techniques 
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Free parameters
Decided by the structure 
of the problem
Input neurons/Number X’s
# Output Nrns = # of Y’s
Input: X1 X2 X3 Output: Y Model: Y = f(X1 X2 X3)
X1
X2 X3
Y
0.5
0.6 -0.1 0.1
-0.2
0.7
0.1 -0.2
Parameters Example
# Input Neurons 3
# Hidden Layers 1
# Hidden Layer Size 2
# Output Neurons 1
Weights Specified
Methods: Techniques (Artificial Neural Networks) 
Convolutional Neural Networks for Imagery Data
❑Neurons at HLs are one dimensional while with
CNN, they are 3 dimensional (Width, Height and
Depth). The role of hidden layers in CNN is
played by Convolutions. Unlike ANNs, CNNs
don’t require full connectivity.
❑Curse of dimensionality: A 20x20 image would
require 1200 sets of weights-that is 20x20x3
(RGB). Convolution 1 will transform... Pass its
output on to convolution 2 which will process
and generate the output, in this case, an image.
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HL-1 HL-2
Convolutional Neural Network Architecture
❑Input Image: This is, in our case the two COVID-19 scenarios – positive and negative
❑Feature Extraction: Basically hidden layers – they consist of convolution, ReLU and Max Pooling.
❑Fully Connected layer then receives this as input, for classifying the image…
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❑ There are 3 types of these layers, namely: Convolutional (CL),
Pooling (PL) and Fully Connected (FC). Pooling layers lie
between CLs and aim to reduce parameters & improve
robustness, by retaining only the most important features.
❑ The main idea of CNN is to “convolve” an image with a filter
aimed at extracting the most important features from the image.
That is to so what a radiographer would do with a naked eye.
❑ Think of CNNs as a sequence of layers each transforming a
volume of activations to another through a differentiable
functions (partial derivatives) and ultimately connecting the
output and input.
Methods: Activation Functions – the Engines of ANN/CNN
❑The sigmoid function returns 1 for all positive large inputs and 0.00 for all values less of
equal to zero while the hyperbolic tangent function values are [-1.0, 1.0].
❑Large networks using these functions tend to lose useful gradient information as the error
is back-propagated into the network. Each additional layer tends to decrease the back-
propagated error and as this is determined by the partial derivatives of the weights, it
causes a problem commonly referred to as vanishing gradient.
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❑The weight in a CNN play a similar role as coefficients in a linear regression model. It
expresses the rate of change in the total loss would change, as the weight changes by one
unit – i.e., the derivative of the Loss (L) with respect to W.
𝜕𝐿
𝜕𝑤
= lim
𝜕𝑤→0
𝐿 𝑤 + 𝜕𝑤 − 𝐿 𝑤
𝜕𝑤
Rectified Linear Unit ReLU
❑The pooling layer reduces the dimensionality of the rectified feature map. It uses different
filters to identify different parts of the image – like edges, corners, curves etc.
❑Flattening converts the 2-D arrays from the pooled layer into a one-dimensional vector.
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❑The Fully Connected layer then receives this as input,
for classifying the image. The Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) applies the activation function, the most
common of which being
Maxi Sigmoid
❑Maxi is a piecewise linear function that outputs the input directly if is positive or zero otherwise. In
other words, it is a binary rule that outputs the maximum positive number or zero otherwise.
Using the kernel to extract convoluted features from input data
To get the convolutional values, slide the kernel
over the input data, multiplying the
corresponding values and summing up and fill
the matrix of the same dimension as the kernel.
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The Kernel
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❑A 2x2 pooling layer, filtering with a sliding of 2 down-samples at
every depth of the input discards 75% of the activations.
❑In this example, we applied a 2D convolution filter (m x m), which
has a third dimension, equal to the number of channels of the input
image. For the grey-scale X-Ray images, it is m x m x1 (black and
white channel), whereas for colour images, it is m x m x 3 (RGB).
❑Changing the dimension of the kernel has an impact on the way
features are learnt on the image under study.
Analyses: Structured Data
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XRAY-INPUT PROCESSING
OUTPUT: Normal
OUTPUT: Covid-19
Analyses: Predictive Modelling of Unstructured Data
Analyses: CNN Model, Classification Error and Loss
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Loss vs Validation Loss
❑Loss is the quantitative measure of deviation or difference between the predicted
and actual values - it measures the mistakes the CNN makes in predicting the
output.
❑When loss exceeds validation loss, we have the case of underfitting, a rarity.
❑The most common scenario is that of overfitting - i.e., when loss is significantly
less than validation loss, as seen in this case, which implies that the model is
adapting so well to the training data that it considers random noise as meaningful
data. In other words, the model fails to generalize well to previously unseen data.
❑The ideal scenario is when loss is approximately equal to validation loss, as that
would mean that the model is perfectly fitting on both training and validation
data.
Analyses: CNN Model, Classification Error and Loss (Simple Architecture)
31
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Concluding Remarks: Dealing with Randomness and Concept Drift in Large Datasets
33
Conclusion
❑This paper highlighted the potentials of combining underlying domain knowledge, data science-technical and soft skills
and interdisciplinarity. It also highlighted the impact the COVID-19 pandemic has had on SDGs. Interdisciplinarity is
particularly crucial. While CNN models can detect patterns that might go unnoticed to the human eye, for all their power
and complexity, they do not provide thorough interpretations of the imagery data. That is why we need the Venn diagram.
❑We fulfilled the objectives set, highlighting key challenges and opportunities that researchers face when working with
COVID databases (repositories) such as data segmentation, interoperability and free access, which are basically success
stories. Going forward, we have the following suggestions for the scientific community.
❑There are many lessons we can take from the COVID-19 pandemic, not least how we generate and share data. It is in this
context that lessons derived from COVID-19 can help enhance our understanding of the mutual impact–positive and
negative, resulting from our interaction with our environment. That is, viewing the bigger picture.
❑There can be no better way to view this bigger picture than through the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) initiative.
SDG monitoring in post COVID–19 conditions should reflect realities in a spatio-temporal context, focusing on, inter-alia,
citizen science data, machine learning, IoT and mobile applications. We will need an interdisciplinary approach to respond
to new challenges and exploit new opportunities in sectors like manufacturing, agriculture, business, health and education-
sectors that have been badly hit by the pandemic. Tracking global variations in recovery strategies in various sectors and
addressing real-life issues like food security, innovation, productivity etc will be crucial.
❑The X-Ray examples used in this paper are bare basics of deep and machine learning methods for biomedical imaging and
related clinical data, which academic, biomedical and industry will need to explore further as a way of decreasing
diagnostic errors and developing and scaling novel phenotypes to enhance precision in the medical research related fields.
34
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Thank You
Any Questions?
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